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What is the AHTP Collection? 

● Approximately 300 American history textbooks, ranging in coverage from 
1825-2016
○ Full physical collection is available in the Library, as well as a limited digital collection
○ Contains materials that can be used in most HP courses. Readings are also typically shorter 

than a standard history and more manageable for students to evaluate. 

● PURPOSE: allows students to examine how certain topics (or ideas) were 
treated over time, and the broader implications that these historical 
interpretations can have on society

● Books are used as “artifacts” 

AHTP in Room LC 215

https://libguides.ramapo.edu/digitalAHTP


AHTP and Historiography

● Using AHTP, students are challenged to consider: 
○ Whose story gets told? 
○ Whose story gets left out? 
○ Who is interpreting the story? 
○ Who is consuming the story? 
○ What happens when the story changes over time and between generations? 
○ What implications does change or the absence of information have on broader issues? 

Meaning, how does the past influence the present? 



Typical 
Assignments

● Students pick a broad topic (ex. 
immigration, Civil Rights, 
genocide). 

● Students pick 2-5 textbooks
● Students compare topic 

content within selected books 
and critically evaluate the 
differences and/or similarities, 
consider why it was written the 
way it was, and what 
implications it could have.  



● Language used (positive, 
negative, neutral)

● Where the book was used (if 
known)

● What is used to “tell the story” 
(ex. images, statistics, which 
perspectives)

● The absence of information 
(ex. Colonization without 
mentioning Native Americans)

● What may have influenced how 
the narrative was written (ex. 
author, time period)

While reviewing 
the textbooks, 

students 
consider



Example: Slavery
Objective: Critically interpret history and society

Outcomes: 
● Interpret appropriate sources
● Understand historiography and its 

implications for the use of sources

PROMPT: What is this excerpt saying? 
● Slaves were happy (presented as a fact - “It was true…”) 
● Southerners treated their slaves well
● The North never approved of slavery

Our America, 1945

PROMPT: Think about:
● What could have influenced this narrative? 
● How could this shape a reader’s understanding of 

slavery?



Example: Slavery
PROMPT: What is this excerpt saying? 
● Slaves toiled “from dawn to dusk” - men, women, and 

children
● Slaves who lived on small farms labored next to their 

owners. 
● Provides a slave’s perspective
● Differentiates rural from urban slavery (not pictured) 

The Americans (NJ Edition), 2008

PROMPT: Think about:
● What could have influenced this narrative?
● How could this shape a reader’s understanding of 

slavery?



Additional Resources

● Digital AHTP - links to select online 
versions of materials in the collection

● AHTP Map - useful resource if students 
want to know where books were used 
(Note: not all books are represented)

https://libguides.ramapo.edu/digitalAHTP
https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=3938a2bdfb9049928f18b0a9e024cb73


Christina Connor, AHTP Coordinator

Email: cconnor@ramapo.edu

Happy to provide assistance 
accessing the collection, developing 
assignments, and offering AHTP 
sessions for students

mailto:cconnor@ramapo.edu


Additional 
example if needed



The Historiography in Textbooks Assignment used 
in HIST-150 History Matters

Look at 15-20 history textbook excerpts from the 
19th century to the present.

Focus on how the authors describe Native American 
(First Nations) people.

Examples: terminology (“savages,” “red men,” etc.); 
population estimates (tiny versus huge); cultural 
achievements (none versus many); naming of actual 
tribes or individuals (Powhattan, Iroquois, etc.).

Write a short paper describing how these  
descriptions have changed over time, and 
suggesting reasons for the change. (SHMIFOG)



Example: Native Americans


